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top story / Kitselas First Nation votes 66% in favour of AiP

Treaty Negotiations

Status Report

On February 20, after more than 16 years of
negotiations, citizens of the Kitselas First Nation
voted in favor of their Agreement-in-Principle (AiP).

There are 60 First Nations,
including 104 Indian Act
bands, in the BC treaty process.

This brings the Nation to the end of the fourth stage of the
six-stage BC treaty process. Members of the Kitselas First
Nation approved the AiP with a vote of 149-to-76 (66% of
the vote). full story on page 2

Ktunaxa and BC sign unique Economic and
Community Development Agreement

Commissioners Phillips and
Haldane to serve further terms

By acclamation, BC Treaty
Commissioners Phillips and Haldane
reclaimed their positions...
full story on page 5

© BC Treaty Commission

for a complete list of nations
and treaty process stage
go to page 10

Preparing for human resource capacity posttreaty / BCTC Hosts Human Resource Capacity Conference

In January 2013, the BC government and
the Ktunaxa Nation signed an Economic
and Community Development Agreement
(ECDA) in Vancouver, BC. This was the fourth
ECDA signed after the province committed
to reaching 10 new non-treaty agreements
under the BC Jobs Plan by 2015.

How can a First Nation transition current staff into
post-treaty positions? How will the Nation prepare
their younger generation for future positions that
arise when the Nation becomes self-governing?
Over 30 leaders from First Nations across BC
gathered in Vancouver BC from February 6 to 7
to discuss these important questions.

full story on page 3

full story on page 4

BC Legislature ratifies Tla’amin treaty
During the spring session of the BC
Legislature, the provincial government
brought forward legislation to ratify the
Tla’amin Final Agreement.
full story on page 6

ITA reached between Te’mexw
Treaty Association and BC

Over 120 leaders gather to
discuss section 35

full story on page 7

full story on page 8

Agreement gives certainty in
advance of full treaty by granting
more land base and offering...

The BC Treaty Commission hosted
a successful two-day conference
titled Beyond Section 35.
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Kitselas First Nation votes 66% in favour of AiP

“This overwhelming ‘yes’ vote signals a major step towards a final
treaty — a way for [Kitselas] to break free from the Indian Act.”
judy gerow, chief councilor, kitselas first nation

On February 20, after more than 16 years of negotiations,
citizens of the Kitselas First Nation voted in favor of their
Agreement-in-Principle (AiP). This brings the Nation to
the end of the fourth stage of the six-stage BC treaty
process. Members of the Kitselas First Nation approved
the AiP with a vote of 149-to-76 (66% of the vote).
“The successful vote in favour of the agreement was
the result of an effective communications effort by the
Kitselas team. The Nation educated their young people
and sent them out to inform Kitselas citizens face-to-face
on the details of the AiP. I commend the Nation for taking
this approach and urge Kitselas to continue utilizing their
young people while moving toward final agreement,” said
Dave Haggard, BC Treaty Commissioner on the Kitselas
negotiations table.

Dave Haggard (BCTC), Glenn Bennett (Kitselas), Gerald
Wesley (Tsimshian FN) and Mel Bevan (Kitselas).
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Chief Councilor Judy Gerow pointed out in a February
20th news release that the agreement will be of huge
benefit to the City of Terrace and to the region. “Our many
non-Aboriginal business partners, friends and neighbors
stand to benefit directly from this economic certainty,”
stated Gerow.
Kitselas First Nation will see an immediate transfer of 250
hectares of land for industrial use and will develop it in

partnership with the City of Terrace for industrial use.
At the signing ceremony, Gerow added that treaty
provides a framework for dealing with resource and
industrial development and having a say in the growing
number of potential liquefied natural gas plants, mines
and pipelines. “Now we will be able to participate in
decisions being made on our land,” added Gerow.
In addition to the land transfer, the AiP provides Kitselas
with a capital transfer from Canada and BC upon final
agreement totaling $34.7 million, ownership of lands —
approximately 89,350 acres of land (36,158.7 hectares) as
compared to 2,642 acres of existing Indian Reserve Lands
owned by Canada; as well as mineral and sub-surface
resources, water and forestry. However, fish is not yet
covered in the AiP.
Both Kitselas and Kitsumkalum have forestry revenue
sharing agreements with the provincial government and
both have economic development corporations.
There are 585 members in the Kitselas First Nation,
which along with the Kitsumkalum First Nation have a
combined membership of over 1,300 people. Both have
been making substantial steps toward achieving treaties
and developing economic foundations for self-sufficiency.
Kitsumkalum is due to vote on their AiP on April 10, 2013.
Learn more about the Kitselas First Nation. To view an
interview with Judy Gerow, please visit: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=qZDTkF5ek6s
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Ktunaxa and BC sign unique ECDA Agreement

“We have always approached land use decisions within our territory from the Nation perspective.
We’ve historically engaged in many activities including hunting, fishing, plant-gathering,
ceremonial sites and mining, in our own way. The Ktunaxa have always used our traditional
territory to sustain ourselves, and we have been given instruction from the Creator of our
responsibility as stewards of our lands. As a Nation, we take that role and responsibility
very seriously.” kathryn tenesse, chief negotiator ktunaxa nation
In January 2013, the BC government and the Ktunaxa
Nation signed an Economic and Community Develop
ment Agreement (ECDA) in Vancouver, BC. This was the
fourth ECDA signed after the province committed to
reaching 10 new non-treaty agreements under the BC
Jobs Plan by 2015.

Chief Lorne Shovar, Rosemary Nicholas, Chief Jason Louie,
Councilor Martin Williams, Minister Ida Chong and Ktunaxa Chief
Negotiator Kathryn Tenesse after the ECDA signing in Vancouver.
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The agreement will benefit the four Ktunaxa communities including St. Mary’s, Tobacco Plains, Lower Kootenay
and Akisq’nuk First Nations. It will enable them to share
revenues from coal mining operations in the Elk Valley.
“This agreement is unique because it is the first one that
is structured to enable revenue sharing from major new
projects from within the whole the Ktunaxa territory
and to enable new projects to be incorporated over time.
That is, it is not project specific: we don’t have to go back
every time to make amendments”, stated the Minister of
Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation, Ida Chong.
Agreements such as the ECDA’s provide stability and greater
certainty for resource development in First Nations traditional territories in a time of uncertainty, which has recently
been highlighted by movements such as Idle No More.
Sharing resource wealth was third on the list of requested
fundamental changes presented by AFN National Chief
Shawn Atleo in the January 11, 2013 meeting between federal
representatives and First Nations leadership.
Kathryn Tenesse, Chief Negotiator for the Ktunaxa Nation
said, “Through the provisions in the agreement, the
Ktunaxa will continue our spiritual obligations to manage

the land within our territory, which includes consultation
on future projects. The agreement is also a very important
step toward addressing Ktunaxa interests as being recognized as a government in Ktunaxa territory, and being
appropriately accommodated on the potential impacts of
our aboriginal rights, including title. The revenue sharing
component will help the Ktunaxa achieve a greater role
in the regional economy and will help support Ktunaxa
community development initiatives.”
The Ktunaxa Nation will invest its share of the revenue to
achieve social and economic objectives including education, cultural revitalization, housing, infrastructure, health,
economic development, land stewardship, intergovernmental engagement processes and governance capacity.
As was stated in the recent speech from the throne,
“British Columbia is a leader in Canada in the area of
resource revenue sharing. These agreements bring predictability for First Nations, for governments, for business
and investors, and support economic growth.”
The BC Treaty Commission was invited to observe
the signing ceremony during the Mineral Exploration
Roundup hosted in Vancouver.
“Agreements like this ECDA allow First Nations to benefit
from revenues and activity taking place on their traditional
territories prior to achieving treaty agreements,” stated
Chief Commissioner Sophie Pierre. “Further, as was pointed out by Kathryn Tenesse, it is a significant step toward
recognition of Ktunaxa as a government within the territory. We congratulate the parties on their cooperation
leading to this unique agreement,” adds Pierre.
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Preparing for human resource capacity post-treaty
BCTC Hosts Human Resource Capacity Conference

Dr. Stephen Cornell presents to
HR Conference participants.

together past participants of BCTC’s
Human Resource Capacity Tool
workshops. All participants had
previously taken part in one of the six
workshops delivered across the province
over the past two years.
The conference offered a combination
of guest speakers, interactive group
discussions and an introduction to BCTC’s
interactive online discussion forum that
will allow participants to stay engaged in
dialogue and information sharing beyond
the HR workshops and conference.

How can a First Nation transition current staff
into post-treaty positions? How will the Nation
prepare their younger generation for future
positions that arise when the Nation becomes
self-governing?
Over 30 leaders from First Nations across BC gathered
in Vancouver BC from February 6 to 7 to discuss these
important questions. The BC Treaty Commission
successfully hosted a two-day conference to bring

© BC Treaty Commission

On day one of the conference, participants were asked
“What have you done in your community since taking
the Human Resource Capacity Tool workshop? Where
are you at?” Updates shared by the participants revealed
that they had undertaken an impressive amount of work
following the HR workshops they previously attended.
Commissioner Dave Haggard says, “Our team was truly
impressed by the work that had taken place between the
time the participants attended our first HR workshops
and gathered for our larger conference.”

Succession Planning for the Future
During the roundtable of First Nation updates, Randy
Bell from the Namgis First Nation shared that, “when I
returned home I said that we need to start investing in
our people, so that we have capacity for the jobs that
are here now and the ones that are coming forward.”
He added that department managers realized the
importance of succession planning for the positions
that are going to be vacant when many of the senior
managers retire in five years.

“The other part that we’re doing in there is
hiring a youth to be a part of this, right off
from the get-go, because it is going to be that
generation going forward that is going to be
hugely impacted with what decisions we make,
and we want them to be part of that decision
making process. These decisions are going to
be life-changing for our community and their
families going forward,” added Bell.
Another participant shared that they were developing a
five-year plan to look at how they can bring training into
the community in order to retain community members
once they receive training. One participant shared,
“Because what we’ve seen is we send people away to
Continued on page 5
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Continued from page 4

train and then they get jobs elsewhere, they don’t come
home, so we’re going to try a different approach. “

Utilizing innovative strategies for engaging youth in
HR planning was a recurrent theme in the discussions.
“It was really exciting and to have young people in there
because they’re going to be the ones who shape the
future for all of us” added one participant. Further, finding
balance between academic and technical training and
traditional values and teachings was highlighted as
important by conference participants.
Several speakers presented during the two-day conference including Dr. Stephen Cornell from the University of
Arizona, Angela Wesley from the Maa-Nulth Nation, Valerie
Cross-Blackett from the Tsawwassen First Nation, David
Montgomery from the Quinault Nation and Edward Allen
from the Nisga’a Nation. These speakers offered a combined
expertise of academic knowledge and first-hand experience
with the HR needs in a post-treaty environment.

“Capable self-government attracts and
keeps capable people.” dr. stephen cornell
Keynote speaker Dr. Stephen Cornell from the University
of Arizona introduced his presentation titled “The Quest
for People” by asking, “How do you attract the people
you need? How do you prepare the people you need?
And how do you keep the people you need?”
Cornell emphasized that Nations need capable people to
run their governments. “And so what you get is capable
people create and sustain capable self-government. So we
need to go find people, who have learned not just to be
leaders, but how to be governors. And people who have

© BC Treaty Commission

learned how you govern. But I think what we forget is
that it’s actually a two-way street, it goes both directions,
because if you want to get, prepare, keep, retain those
capable people you’re going to have to create an environment that they want to be a part of.” He urged the Nations
to ask themselves, “Have we prepared a governance
environment that invites our own people, and encourages
them to invest a piece of their life in our Nation?”

Dr. Cornell finished by sharing what an American-Indian
leader once said to him. “The best defense of sovereignty,
or your right to self-determination, is to exercise it
effectively. It’s to govern well... what we really need
is that track record of competent, creative, effective
governing. That becomes our defense. It’s tougher to
attack us when we do it better than they do. So let’s
focus on that.”
He concluded, “And I also think it’s the best way to get
and keep the people... So to me… governing well is an HR
policy. And it may be the most important piece of that.”
Chief Commissioner Sophie Pierre states, “I commend
the participants for travelling to Vancouver to take part
in this important discussion around planning for the
human resource needs in a post-treaty environment.
I echo the sentiments of the speakers — that First
Nations must plan and prepare for creating an
environment that attracts qualified people to invest
their careers in thriving, self-governing Nations.”
To view the HR Toolkit, view our HR video or request to
join the interactive dialogue forum, please visit: http://
www.bctreaty.net/files/hr-capacity-tool-kit.php
View BCTC’s HR video on YouTube: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=dwyMceR7auA&feature=youtu.be

Commissioners Phillips and
Haldane to serve further terms
Robert Phillips to serve
fourth two-year term.

By acclamation, BC Treaty
Commissioners Robert
Phillips and Celeste Haldane
reclaimed their positions
following the First Nations
Summit meeting on March
6, 2013. They will serve
additional two-year terms
with the Commission and will continue to work with
federal appointee, Commissioner Jerry Lampert and
provincial appointee, Commissioner Dave Haggard.
“Given the current landscape, this is an important time
for First Nations, and I am confident in the continued
leadership of these two Commissioners. Considering
their experience, both Robert and Celeste possess the
knowledge and talent necessary to continue on with the
important work that lies ahead for First Nations in BC,”
stated Chief Commissioner Sophie Pierre.
This will be Commissioner Phillip’s fourth, two year term
as a Commissioner. Robert is a member of the Shuswap
of the Canim Lake Band with Sto:lo family ties at the
Skowkale First Nation. He is a former chief negotiator
with a background in self government, economic
development and Aboriginal Justice.
“Now is the time for solutions and I look forward
to continuing into my fourth term as a BC Treaty
Continued on page 6
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BC Legislature ratifies Tla’amin treaty
Tla’amin celebrates major step in controlling its future

On February 14, 2013, a celebration was held prior to
the introduction of the legislation. Tla’amin Chief Clint
Williams along with two youth speakers addressed
the BC Legislature and were accompanied by about
70 community members. Also present were Premier
Christy Clark and Minister of Aboriginal Relations and
Reconciliation, Ida Chong.
Premier Clark referred to the treaty as, “the beginning of a
brand new chapter in [British Columbia’s] shared history,”
and Minister Chong pointed out that the agreement will
be of benefit to all British Columbians.

Trista Tom Leblanc, Eden Leblanc, and Premier Clark holding
Tobin Leblanc, the newest member of the Tla’amin Nation.

During the spring session of the BC Legislature, the
provincial government brought forward legislation to
ratify the Tla’amin Final Agreement. It was approved
unanimously by the members of the Legislature and
will next go to Parliament in Ottawa for approval.
Commissioner Jerry Lampert states, “The Treaty
Commission is very pleased that the BC Legislature has
approved the Tla’amin Final Agreement. We look forward
to the next step — consideration by the Parliament of
Canada — which will hopefully occur during the fall 2013
Session. Once this is complete, Tla’amin will go through
the closing (pre-implementation) period that will lead
to a treaty effective date some time in 2015.”

© BC Treaty Commission

After participating in the ceremony, Chief Commissioner
Sophie Pierre said, “It is truly inspiring to see a First Nation
moving forward in this process, and to hear the young
people’s hopes for their future within a thriving and selfgoverning Nation. I was honored to participate in the
ceremony celebrating this milestone and I congratulate
the Tla’amin people for bravely moving forward to build
a better future for their Nation.”
The Tla’amin Nation is now the eighth First Nation to
witness the introduction of their treaty legislation in
the BC legislature under the BC treaty process. The other
seven are Tsawwassen First Nation, the five Maa-nulth
First Nations and the Yale First Nation, which must still
be ratified by Canada.
To learn more about the Tla’amin First Nation treaty,
watch a video interview of Chief Clint Williams at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbB3Q2reNvM

Continued from page 5

Commissioner. There is a lot of work to be done over
the next two years and I am committed to working with
the First Nations, Canada and BC — on a governmentto-government basis — to move negotiations forward,”
said Phillips “I will continue to advocate for the federal
government to implement interim measures that are
similar to BC’s approach.”
Haldane is a member of the Sparrow family from
Musqueam, with roots in Tsimshian through Metlakatla.
This is her second two-year term as a Commissioner. She
has a Bachelor of Arts majoring in Anthropology (2000)
and a Bachelor of Laws (2004) both degrees are from the
University of British Columbia. She is a practicing lawyer
and was called to the British Columbia Bar in 2005.
Celeste is currently
co-chairing the common
table discussions along
with Chief Commissioner
Sophie Pierre and supports
additional mandate items,
such as taxation and Own
Source Revenue (OSR) being
added to the agenda. “There
is a working group in place
so it makes practical sense
to have the parties continue
exploring ways to breakCeleste Haldane to serve
through these areas.” She
second two-year term.
also states, “I want to ensure
there is an exit strategy for
Nations who choose to leave the treaty process, and that
strategy must include forgiving the debt incurred for
treaty negotiations.” She looks forward to the next two
years with everyone at the Commission.
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ITA reached between Te’mexw Treaty Association and BC
Agreement gives certainty in advance of full treaty by granting more land base and offering
tangible benefits before a final treaty is reached

The Te’mexw Treaty Association — which represents five First
Nations and nearly 1,600 citizens — signed an Incremental
Treaty Agreement (ITA) with the BC Government on February
26, 2013. This is the first Incremental Treaty Agreement
where BC has negotiated multiple ITAs within a treaty group.
The agreement transfers land to the Songhees, Scia’new
(Beecher Bay), T’Sou-ke (Sooke), Malahat and Snaw-naw-as
(Nanoose) Nations.

Te’mexw leaders at
ITA signing.

“ITAs provide benefits to First Nations in advance of
final treaties, and it was great to witness the signing of
the agreement reached between the Te’mexw Treaty
Association and BC. Agreements like these increase
certainty in this province, and I look forward to seeing
more signed in the future,” emphasized BC Treaty
Commissioner Robert Phillips.
The Te’mexw Treaty Association entered the BC Treaty
Process in 1995 and is aiming to move into stage four
of six in the process and develop their Agreement-inPrinciple.

“It’s been a long, hard road that we’ve gone
down. The signing of these documents
will help us to start getting development
happening in our communities, which we’ve
been seeking for a long time,” said David Bob,
Chief of Snaw-naw-as (Nanoose).

© BC Treaty Commission

Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation Minister Ida Chong
said in a February 26 news release, “The five Nations
comprising the Te’mexw Treaty Association have shown
vision and determination in reaching agreements with
the BC government that will bring tangible benefits to
their citizens within the treaty process. These incremental
treaty agreements will bring new opportunities that will
benefit the Scia’new, Snaw-naw-as, Malahat, T’Sou-ke and

Songhees Nations, and the neighbouring communities
across Vancouver Island.”
Te’mexw Treaty Association Chairman Tom Bob
highlighted that Te’mexw will continue to develop a
treaty that will, “provide a better way of life for all of our
citizens while we also protect our environment, territories
and resources.”
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Over 120 leaders gather to discuss section 35
In partnership with the New Relationship Trust, the BC Treaty Commission hosted
a successful two-day conference titled Beyond Section 35. The conference brought
together over 120 Indigenous and non-Indigenous leaders, academics, youth and
students to discuss Section 35.

On the opening day, a diverse penal discussed the intent
of Section 35 from their perspectives and described
the aspirations, promises and the meaning from their
experiences. Panelists included the Honourable Mr. Justice
Harry Slade from the Specific Claims Tribunal, Neil Sterritt,
Jim Aldridge, Maria Morellato and Ed John.
The Honorable Justice Ian Binnie, who is the former
Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, then delivered an
informative keynote address. Justice Binnie reflected that
at this stage in his legal career, his view is that the courts
may sometimes be necessary in protecting Aboriginal rights,
but they will never be sufficient. “They are not capable of
arriving at solutions that will close the gap between the
promise and reality of Section 35,”said Justice Binnie.
The conversation then shifted to, “How has the landscape
changed?” Panelists included Jean François Tremblay, Doug
McArthur, Perry Bellegarde and Jody Wilson-Raybould. The
presenters reflected on their experiences, challenges and
changes that Indigenous governments have faced since
Section 35.
The next panel focused on promising initiatives and
practices that can move Section 35 forward in BC. Peter
Walters, Cliff Atleo, Dave Porter and Miles Richardson
discussed promising practices in a number of key areas
of jurisdiction.

Continued on page 9

Conference participants listen to keynote address at SFU Wosk Centre for Dialogue.

© BC Treaty Commission
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Continued from page 8

Change Makers Ceremony
honors Sparrow decision

To honor the first test of Section 35 through the R. v. Sparrow
decision of the Supreme Court of Canada, Justice Ian Binnie
hosted the Change Makers Ceremony during the luncheon.
Recipients included Chief Wayne Sparrow, Ron Sparrow
and Howard Grant who stepped in for former chief Ernest
Campbell of the Musqueam First Nation.

Honorable Justice Ian Binnie
presents Change Makers
awards to Chief Wayne
Sparrow, Ron Sparrow,
and Howard Grant of the
Musqueam First Nation.

Conference participants discuss “if you had
five minutes with the prime minister, what
would you tell him?”
The second day of the conference presented the opportunity
for participants to break out into groups and discuss the
question, “If you had five minutes to speak with the Prime
Minister on behalf of your people, what would you say?”
One participant shared, “The present situation with Idle no
more and the resulting meeting with the Prime Minister
has presented a new opportunity to look for a solution
orientated approach… to break away from the usual way
we have done business. The fundamental step to taking
that direction is to be on the basis of recognition of rights
and title right across the country… there has to be flexibility
in what the certainty provision means… the barrier is that
the jurisdiction over lands and resources gives jurisdiction
to the provinces. Each Nation has to do its homework and
what they want in the recognition and then negotiate the
legal mechanism to register that interest. We have the
opportunity to sustain ourselves from our own territories
through our legal interests in the land and economy.”

© BC Treaty Commission

The conference concluded with a report-out from the
breakout group discussions and a panel that reflected on,
“Where should we go from here to live up to the promise
of section 35?” Sophie Pierre moderated the final panel
including Michael Hudson, Kim Baird, Judith Sayers, Stewart
Phillip and Marie Wilson.
“This conference was a great success and facilitated some
rich discussions around the implementation of Section 35,”
said Chief Commissioner Sophie Pierre.
BCTC encourages the three principals to utilize the potential
of treaty negotiations to implement the promise of Section
35 by completing more treaties. “But change is needed. It is

only by making Section 35 a key policy directive, with leadership and oversight from the Prime Minister, that the Section
35 obligations of Canada can be fully realized, “adds Pierre.
Presenters Stewart Phillip from the Union of BC Indian
Chiefs and Marie Wilson from the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission both touched on educating the Canadian
public about Aboriginal issues in Canada. They emphasized
the need to educate the current generation on the true
history of the relationship between Indigenous people and
Canada and the resulting circumstances. Marie Wilson
closed her presentation by posing to the plenary, “Are we
going to continue investing in the next generation
of ignorance?”
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first nations with implemented
treaty agreements
Tsawwassen First Nation
Maa-nulth First Nations

first nations with completed final agreements (3)
Lheidli T’enneh First Nation (second vote considered)
Tla’amin First Nation (ratified by First Nation and BC government)
Yale First Nation (ratified by First Nation and BC government)
first nations in advanced final agreement negotiations (2)
In-SHUCK-ch Nation
Yekooche Nation
first nations with completed agreements
in principle (1)
K’ómoks First Nation
first nations in advanced agreement in
principle negotiations (9)
Homalco Indian Band
Ktunaxa/Kinbasket Treaty Council
Namgis Nation
Nazko First Nation
Northern Shuswap Treaty Society
Oweekeno Nation
Te’Mexw Treaty Association
Tla-o-qui-aht First Nation
Tsimshian First Nations
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There are 60 First Nations, which include 104
Indian Act bands, in the BC treaty process.
first nations in active treaty negotiations (24)
Acho Dene Koe First Nation
Council of the Haida Nation
Da’naxda’xw Awaetlatla Nation
Ditidaht First Nation
Esk’etemc First Nation
Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs
Gitxsan Hereditary Chiefs
Gwa’Sala-’Nakwaxda’xw Nation
Haisla Nation
Hul’qumi’num Treaty Group
Kaska Dena Council
Katzie Indian Band
Klahoose First Nation
Laich-Kwil-Tach Council of Chiefs
Lake Babine Nation
Pacheedaht Band
Snuneymuxw First Nation
Sto:lo Xwexwilmexw Treaty Association
Taku River Tlingit First Nation
Tlatlasikwala Nation
Tlowitsis First Nation
Tsay Keh Dene Band
Tsleil-Waututh Nation
Wet’suwet’en Nation

Heiltsuk Nation
Hupacasath First Nation
Hwlitsum First Nation
Kwakiutl Nation
Liard First Nation
McLeod Lake Indian Band
Musqueam Nation
Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council
Quatsino First Nation
Ross River Dena Council
Sechelt Indian Band
Squamish Nation
Teslin Tlingit Council
Westbank First Nation

first nations not currently negotiating a treaty (19)
Allied Tribes of Lax Kw’alaams
Carcross / Tagish First Nation
Carrier Sekani Tribal Council
Champagne and Aishihik First Nations
Cheslatta Carrier Nation

info@bctreaty.ca www.bctreaty.ca

about the bc treaty commission

The Treaty Commission is the independent body responsible
for overseeing treaty negotiations among the governments
of Canada, BC and First Nations in BC. It has three roles:

facilitation, funding First Nations, and province-wide public
information and education.

contact us at
t 604 482 9200

f 604 482 9222

toll free 1 800 665 8330

700 – 1111 Melville St Vancouver BC Canada v6e 3v6

follow us on facebook
www.facebook.com/bctreaty

watch us on youtube

www.youtube.com/user/BCTreatyInformation
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